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Jaka MB <jaka72@gmail.com> 14 January 2020 at 17:29
To: Sascha Fülscher <sascha@rafilm.se>, urska merc <urska.merc@gmail.com>

Hi guys,

I would like to let you know that I have sent a present for Kostja's 3rd birthday tomorrow, my parents and my sister
have also sent something little from Slovenia, so it should arrive this week.

Please accept it with good will, if you can,

Best wishes for you all,
Jaka

Sascha Fülscher <saschafulscher@gmail.com> 19 January 2020 at 23:01
To: Jaka MB <jaka72@gmail.com>

Hi Jaka,

Thanks for the book, it arrived, and it's a nice one :)

Giving your family our address was not as nice. Considering that you know that we don't want to be in direct
contact with them, it is disrespectful.

Hope that you are well, best wishes to you too,
/Sascha

[Quoted text hidden]

--
Sascha Fülscher
Vitemöllegatan 1D
214 42 Malmö

0737 77 21 31
saschafulscher@gmail.com

Jaka MB <jaka72@gmail.com> 15 February 2020 at 17:03
To: Sascha Fülscher <saschafulscher@gmail.com>, urska merc <urska.merc@gmail.com>

Hi,

Sorry for late reply, I have been traveling extensively.

I am glad that you liked the booklet.
Regarding my parent's shipment, your address is publicly available online, so I find it a bit strange to call
disrespectful something that everyone can get in two clicks??

I would like to say that there is really no need for such resentment or whatever you are feeling. There is absolutely
no reason for you to feel like this. Maybe you will be able to see this one day.

Everyone in this situation would have liked to send a birthday gift, there is nothing strange or disrespectful about it.
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Could you for a second imagine that Kostja one day becomes a donor to a female couple, who would start
ignoring you? How would you feel?

I thought that it is all about diversity, inclusiveness, acceptance ... Or is it about building walls and borders?

I hope we can discuss this further in a rational manner. I am willing to accept different views, I would just like to
hear solid arguments, not driven by emotions. If not, I can also write you more of my thoughts.

JA
[Quoted text hidden]

Sascha Fülscher <saschafulscher@gmail.com> 20 March 2020 at 23:53
To: Jaka MB <jaka72@gmail.com>

Hi Jaka

How are you? And where are you now? I hope that you are fine, hiding somewhere. Its strange times, strange
times.

Here peolpe are still walking around, but they might very well close the schools next week, so I think then it will hit
people that this is for real. We are all well, but we met some friends a week ago that now have a flue, so we are
not seeing anybody else these days, just in case. 

Sorry for the late reply, we've had busy times. It's not that we want to ignore you Jaka. And of course its about
openness and inclusiveness. But we have very different expectations, understandings of what is 'normal', different
ways of seeing things, and I dont really know how to bridge the gap. 

We need to talk when we are back in Amsterdam, if you wish to write and explain your thoughts, you are welcome
to do so.

Take care
/S & U
[Quoted text hidden]

Jaka MB <jaka72@gmail.com> 27 March 2020 at 15:29
To: Sascha Fülscher <saschafulscher@gmail.com>, urska merc <urska.merc@gmail.com>

Hi,

Yes indeed we need to talk. I am in Holland un l June, then I will be gone the whole month. Before that I
might write you some more thoughts to clarify my view and to help you clarify yours. I am no cing that we all
need to be more precise with wording and also read more carefuly, because there have been
misunderstandings.

For example, in the last mail I did not want to write that you are ignoring me nor that you want to ignore me.
Please read again, here is what I wrote:
Could you for a second imagine that Kostja one day becomes a donor to a female couple, who would start
ignoring you? (meaning: you as Kostja's parents)

How would this make you feel? Would you not wish to have a friendly contact with that family? What would
you think if they rejected you? For no apparent reason, not even being aware what you did wrong? Would you
think that they are exep onally open and inclusive?

JA
[Quoted text hidden]
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